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Abstract: The research contain an introduction and the research problem, as researcher noted to the importance
of under tension flexibility for the joints of the shoulders, hips, spine and their effect on skills of ( holding the
arm with hands and throwing with curved - side, holding the arm, neck and throwing with curved - side ). The
researcher used the experimental method using the experimental design for two groups, one experimental and
the other control. The researcher selected the sample intentionally from wrestlers under 12:14 years as the
sample volume were 20, divided into two equal groups, then after equality and homogeneity of the two groups,
the researcher made tribal measurement for the physical and skill tests on experimental and control group by
imaging the performance with a negative striker and another positive then the researcher made the suggested
experimental program, which took 12 weeks for 4 training a week every one took 90 s distributed on the training
unit and then the researcher measure the telemetric measurement on variables of the research. The most
important results of the program was the significant statistical differences between the measurements of the
dimensions of the control and experimental groups in the physical and skill variables under discussion for the
experimental group.
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INTRODUCTION avoid player injury or extra pain that may have a negative

Flexibility is one of the essential fitness components Abd El-Fattah [4] confirms the relation between flexibility,
that means the range of motion of joint or more joints [1]. physical attributes, skill and the tactical performance
Flexibility is measured with fullest extent between whenever the flexibility degree is higher, the sports level
contraction and extension of the joint, expressed by angle results is better.
degree or measuring line in centimeters. Flexibility is The researcher believes that the general flexibility
different from other fitness components by its relation to especially under tension flexibility needed by the wrestler
the physical and functional properties of the for the sport nature where the player perform sudden
musculoskeletal system as it linked to the nature of joints, skills according to the game requirements if the flexibility
ligaments condition, tendons and working muscles is not adequate may lead to player injury. Flexibility is not
around that joint from which degree they contract, relax or treated well in the researches and had few special
stretch. Some sportive psychologists indicate that hip and programs to improve wrestlers flexibility and methods
spine flexibility from the best flexibility measurements used in wrestling are poor in loading codification which
(trunk flexion) for the importance of this movement in the had negative effects on the players results that become
human performance. Most players perform daily flexibility worst than before. According to this, the researcher is
exercises but few of them knew its specified time, trying to develop a training program to improve the
warnings and alerts that ensure their safety [2, 3]. The wrestlers’ flexibility.
coach should be attention for the stability and shouldn’t
increase tension in negative flexibility exercises or stop it MATERIALS AND METHODS
if he noticed eye expansion, skin redness, body jerk or
tremors in the intended training parts and these marks Research Sample: It includes 30 young Wrestlers from
consider a separated line which shouldn't be exceeded to Minia Sports Club. The researcher choose an intention

effect in the players psychic toward flexibility exercise [1].
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sample of 20 young wrestlers aged from 12-14 years and unit time have been identified as follows: the program
divided into two equal groups, experimental and control took eight weeks by 4 units per week and the unit time
groups each of 10 wrestlers. The researcher was ensured was 90 m.
from the equivalent distribution and equality of the
members of each group in research variables. The program Survey: The researcher made a survey from 4/6/2010 to
idea is to know the effect of under tension flexibility 8/6/2010 to identify the efficacy of the proposed training,
exercises on shoulder, hip and spine joints and the the tools used, methods of measurement, place of
performance level of side sweep. experiment, assistants' training and understanding to the

Measurement Methods: For the codification loading, the measurements for the experimental and control groups in
researcher measured the hip administrator muscle using the variables under discussion from 10/6/2010 to
the dynamometer after modifying the measurement 13/6/2010. Under tension flexibility exercises were
method by using the chain and the handle of the tool by performed on the experimental group from 15/6/2010 to
designing  a belt placed on the player ankle and chain 15/7/2010. The control group used the traditional method
fixed to it and stable the base of the tool in the ground by of flexibility. Measurements of control and experimental
some weights to prevent moving while measuring so groups were taken from 16/7/2010 to 19/7/2010.
could modify the situation of the reading system in a
horizontal position to fit the hip movement. While Statistical Analysis: The researcher used the following
measuring  the  strength  of front muscle that move the statistical methods: arithmetic mean - the mediator -
hip joint forward, the device putted behind the player at standard deviation - coefficient of torsion of the growth
a distance equal to the chain length while the player is rates of Mann Whitney, Alcoxon non parametric method -
standing ask the player to push foot forward with a the percentage of improvement or change.
maximum force and take the reading. In case of measuring
muscle strength driving the hip joint to the right side, the RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
device putted beside his left  foot and the reading pointer
towards the right foot. To determine the strength of under From Table 1, significant statistical differences appear
tension flexibility exercises, the flexibility was measured between pre and post- measurements of the control group
by flexibility measurement device, then the researcher in physical and skill variables under discussion and all
measured the flexibility of hip and spine with the same error possibility values is smaller than the 0.05
device used to measure angles and bridge test, but in an significance level for the post- measurement.
intensive way by a partner help the player to reach the The researcher attributes the progress in the physical
maximum movement permitted by the joint and calculate and skill variables of the control group to the physical and
the difference between the two measurements to skill training used and the continuing in the program in
determine the strength of under tension flexibility the traditional way which were appropriate for this stage
exercises and also the skill tests by imaging the the researcher attributes the physical improvement to the
performance with negative attacker and another positive, continuity of the training program and by the traditional
then the researcher act the suggested experimental program and this means that the program may lead to
program, which took 12 weeks by 4 trainings a week, relative improvement in the variables under consideration.
training module 90 m long distributed on the training unit From Table 2, there are significant statistical
then the researcher measure the pos training measurement differences between pre and post- measurements of the
in the variables under discussion. physical and skill variables under discussion in the

The most important results of the program were the experimental group and all the error possibility values
significant statistical differences between the smaller than significance level 0.05 for post- measurement.
measurements of the control and experimental groups in The researcher attributes this progress to the effect
physical and skill variables under discussion for the of the suggested experimental program which include a
experimental group. Through the scientific references and different resistances, trends, speeds and repetitive
the opinion of five experts in wrestling sport and members exercises based on a scientific way and application of
in Faculty of Physical Education, Minia University, Egypt power, loads accounts and intra rest periods with
who have experience in wrestling training for more than increasing load during the training which reflected in the
ten years so the program period, number of training units skilful performance level and this is confirmed by previous

nature of experiment. The researcher made prior
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Table 1: Significant differences between the pre and post- measurements of the control group in physical and skill variables by Alcoxon non parametric method
(n = 10) 

Pre-measurement Post - measurement
------------------------ -------------------------

Standard Standard Total Average
Variables Average deviation Average deviation gradec grade Sig. Z Value Mistake probability

Spine flexibility test 19.60 1.07 17.60 1.11 55.00 5.50 - 10 2.87 0.004
(Horizontal bridge) (cm) Zero Zero + Zero

= Zero
Shoulders joints flexibility test 34.00 2.67 36.50 2.37 Zero Zero - Zero 2.88 0.004
(horizontal position) (cm) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero
Pelvic Flexibility test 15.30 2.58 14.00 2.00 45.00 5.50 - 9 2.74 0.006
(Spacing feet to maximum extent) (cm) Zero Zero + Zero

= 1
Trunk flexion test in standing position (cm) 14.40 2.37 15.80 1.93 Zero Zero - Zero 2.73 0.006

45.00 5.50 + 9
= 1

Holding the arm with hands and 11.90 1.52 13.70 1.16 Zero Zero - Zero 2.88 0.004
throwing with curved - side (pts) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero
Holding the arm, neck and 12.20 1.87 14.00 1.76 Zero Zero - Zero 2.97 0.003
throwing with curved - side (pts) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero

Table 2: Significant differences between pre and post - measurements of the experimental group in physical and skill variables with Alcoxon non parametric
method (n = 10)

Pre-Measurement Post - Measurement
------------------------ -------------------------

Standard Standard Total Average
Variables Average deviation Average deviation grade grade Sig. Z Value Mistake probability

Spine flexibility test 19.80 1.32 16.20 1.03 55.00 5.50 - 10 2.86 0.004
(Horizontal bridge) (cm) Zero Zero + Zero

= Zero
Shoulders joints flexibility test 33.80 2.66 39.00 2.45 Zero Zero - Zero 2.97 0.003
(horizontal position) (cm) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero
Pelvic Flexibility test 15.40 2.84 11.90 1.79 55.00 5.50 - 10 2.82 0.005
(Spacing feet to maximum extent) (cm) Zero Zero + Zero

= Zero
Trunk flexion test in standing position (cm) 14.20 2.66 17.90 2.08 Zero Zero - Zero 2.88 0.004

55.00 5.50 + 10
= Zero

Holding the arm with hands and 12.20 1.75 16.90 1.79 Zero Zero - Zero 2.91 0.004
throwing with curved - side (pts) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero
Holding the arm, neck and 12.40 1.71 16.40 1.71 Zero Zero - Zero 3.16 0.002
throwing with curved - side (pts) 55.00 5.50 + 10

= Zero

studies [5-7] as the scientifically planned training the flexibility is a vital object to gain skills and a critical
programs have the greatest effect in improving the factor in the skilful performance, where the flexibility helps
different  player`s  ability.  Also,  Alter  [8] shows that it to achieve acceptable level of learning skills and
is necessary for the coach to know the technical details of performance. Both Okazaki and Stricevic [9] confirm that
the skilful performance to develop flexibility and this is The development of physical attributes have a direct
must be regarded in selecting the flexibility exercises as it effect and essential role in the level of physical and skill
helps in the selection of suitable methods to reach the performance and if the player haven't these qualities, he
desired goal from exercises. Alter [8] also confirms that couldn't be proficient or develop his performance.
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Table 3: Percentage of changes' rate in the post and pre-measurements for control and experimental groups in the physical and skill variables
Control group Experimental group
------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- Differences between In the 

Variables Tribal Telemetric Change% Tribal Telemetric Change% Percentage changes direction of
Spine flexibility test 19.60 17.60 10.20 19.80 16.20 18.18 7.98 The 
(Horizontal bridge) (cm) experimental group
Shoulders joints flexibility test 34.00 36.50 6.85 33.80 39.00 13.33 6.48
(horizontal position) (cm)
Pelvic Flexibility test 15.30 14.00 8.50 15.40 11.90 22.73 14.23
(Spacing feet to maximum extent) (cm)
Trunk flexion test in standing position (cm) 14.40 15.80 8.86 14.20 17.90 20.67 11.81
Holding the arm with hands and 11.90 13.70 13.14 12.20 16.90 27.81 14.67
throwing with curved - side (pts)
Holding the arm, neck and 12.20 14.00 12.86 12.40 16.40 24.39 11.53
throwing with curved - side (pts)
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